

FOOTBALL OUTLOOK BRIGHT
Thousands Go To Pinto Field On Opening Night

With every prospect for the coming year being the most glorious in its history, the University of Idaho prepares to open its football season today despite the inclement weather and the severity of the cold which will return to the region of the lip pages of local football to the university. In Idaho, the manuscript today by Coach Thomas Kelley.

Mr. MacMillan, who did his college work at the University of Idaho, was a football player and baseball player in high school and college, and his individual career included a term of service with the Idaho National Guard, which played through the west with the Idaho unit. MacMillan's football career and his coaching career have been entirely in the state of Idaho. He began coaching at Boise, his alma mater, and he was coach at Boise State and at Idaho State before coming to the University of Idaho.

The following is a list of concessions at six large locations.

Six Month in Italy

Dr. Edward McMillan, Dean of the college of letters and science, has been in residence in Paris this summer. The purpose of his trip was to study the various aspects of the cultural life of France, with a view to gaining a deeper understanding of the life and work of the French people.

While in Europe, Dean McMillan visited a number of the larger cities, including Paris, London, and Berlin, and traveled through parts of France, Italy, and Germany. His stay in Paris was particularly noteworthy, as he spent much of his time in the city, both in the afternoon and evening, studying and visiting art galleries and museums.

During his stay in Britain, Dean McMillan met with a number of prominent figures in the world of literature and art, including the famous painter, Vincent van Gogh, and the celebrated writer, Charles Dickens.

He returned to the United States in June and has since been in residence at the University of Idaho, where he continues to teach and conduct research.
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**THE UNIVERSITY AQUINOSITY TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 1912**

**SPECIAL DEPOSITS BE PAID WEDNESDAY**

**MAGA**

Observing the principles at Moscow, Idaho, as before other schools, the **Maga** Coast was held with much enthusiasm. This edition was published by a group of students from the Moscow of May, 1912. The **Maga** is the publication of the University of Idaho.

A Thousand people generally had the privilege of attending the **Maga**. It is well known that nothing about the paper that is not careful and systematic is published. The principles of the **Maga** are liberal and thorough, and the **Maga** Coast was the best one that could possibly be.

The **Maga** was the best Coast that has ever been printed. It was the most thorough and well-rounded Coast that has ever been run.

**IYHONIDA MENG WIN AT CAMP KEARNY**

**Fifteen Alumnae Clubs**

**Fifteen Alumnae Clubs**

The **Fifteen Alumnae Clubs** have been working on the campus for the last month and a half. They have been collecting funds for the benefit of the University.

**PRIVATE ROOM FOR VARSITY GIRLSTES**

**KELLEY GIVES FIRST SPRING MEETING ENDED SUCCESFULLY**

**MEAN BUSINESS INSIDE SHIERS AND NEW FURNITURE TO MAKE ROOM**

**Designated for the exclusive use of the Varsity Clubs**

**Persons who have been working for the benefit of the University**

The structure for the Varsity Clubs was built by the University. It was 14 feet, 10 inches by 27 feet, and it was ready for use.

**The structure for the Varsity Clubs was completed by the University.**

This is the first structure built by the University that has been completed.
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**THE NEW MOSCOW BARBER SHOP**

It's the Service

C. L. JAIN, Prop.

**LIBERTY BILLIARD ROOM**

We welcome the returning students and want to meet the new ones. Drop in and see us.

W. B. ROBINSON

**THE BIG EVENT IS HERE AND Creighton's extend a hearty welcome to all of the returning students—Seniors, Juniors, Sophomores, and Freshmen, alike. We're glad to see you back again.**

While you've been away, we've been planning for this event too, and have a fine stock of nifty YOUNG MEN'S SUITS and OVERCOATS right here waiting for you. Most of them have been made by Hart Schaffner & Marx

You know that means correct style, perfect fit and long wear, and best of all, it means satisfaction or your money back. It's going to be part of our business this fall so that you get the best clothing in the land at the lowest possible price ever attempted in Moscow.

Come around some time soon, look them over—it will pay you mighty well for the time you spend.

**MITTEN'S WE MAKE THE THINGS WE SELL**

Patronize Home Industry

**WE'RE READY FOR THE OPENING OF THE U. OF I. with the most complete line of high grade suits, coats and dresses at the lowest price possible.**

We especially invite you to inspect our lines and leave you to be the judge as to the style and price, quality considered. Also a complete line of knit undergarments added for the fall season.

**The Parisian**

**Boulding's Jewelry Store**

The Store of Quality. An Up-To-Date Store for Up-To-Date People.

Third Street

J. M. BOLDING

**DANCE MUSIC**

Any one desiring music for social functions of any kind,恶意or parties, etc., music may be satisfied by applying to Mr. F. Leblanc, at the Sigma House.
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The FASHION SHOP

"HOME OF THE SMARTEST THINGS IN TOWN"

The FASHION SHOP

"HOME OF THE MOST INTELLIGENT THINGS IN TOWN"

The FASHION SHOP

"HOME OF THE MOST INTELLIGENT THINGS IN TOWN"
Welcome Back

We take this opportunity to extend a hearty welcome back to all our old students and to wish all first year people a profitable four years at our college.

We also wish you to know that we would like to have you make this shop your headquarters while here. If you want to loaf, come in and we will loaf with you, or if there is anything that you may need in the line of wearing apparel for men, we have it and of the highest quality lines such as

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes.
Manhattan Shirts
Stetson Hats
Levine Caps
Stern & Meyer Neckwear
Vasser & Cooper Underwear

COME IN AND GET ACQUAINTED

Why DUTTON'S CANDY?
BECAUSE THERE IS NEVER ANY QUESTION WHATSOEVER ABOUT ITS HIGH QUALITY.
BECAUSE IT FULFILLS COMPLETELY THE NATURAL CRAVING FOR THE FINEST RICHEST SWEETS.

JERRY'S Third Street at Main

GOD BREAD IS YOUR BEST FOOD—EAT MORE OF IT

EMPIRE BAKERY
C. L. SCHROETER
Phone 250
Free Delivery

We Are Glad

to see all our old friends back to school—and new ones, too. Make our store your headquarters and meeting place.

Kodaks—Developing and Printing—Kodaks

The Bon Ton

Wood & Hamer

TODAY:—CLAIRA KIMBALL YOUNG in "FOR THE SOUL OF RAFAEL"

From the Novel of California

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY—VIOLA DANA in "THE CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE"

INSTRUCTIONS FOR ENROLLING OF 1920 EMBRY SENIORS
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